James Simons
Library Statistics
for November
Checkout numbers
are so great!
Even with a week off school
our checkouts were over
1000 books! Way to go!

Middle School Night
I was excited to meet parents
and share what we are doing in
the library during the MS Level
Up night. Follow us on
Instagram and Twitter
@MsRosie_library

Macy's Balloon Parade
We read a biography, Balloons
Over Broadway, and worked on
recreating the Macy's Day Parade.
From Primary to Middle School,
students designed, created and
coded robots to roll through the
city streets of NYC! Ozobot even
highlights James Simons on their
twitter/blog! We went worldwide
with our work!

THREE Donor's Choose Projects Funded
The library had three donor's
choose projects funded this
month! We were able to add a
number of books and fill in
curriculum gaps as well as add
materials for building and
engineering!

The American Association of School
Librarians encourages learners to formulate
questions about a personal interest or a
curricular topic

Libraries are diverse spaces.
"You can't run away from who you are, but what you
can do is run towards who you want to be."
Jason Reynolds, GHOST

79 Classes Taught
Our fixed/flexible schedule
classes allows students learn
to safely and constructively
navigate tools and resources
that deepen inquiry,
collaboration, and creation.

Nic Stone -- Author Visit
We were able to host an author
visit thanks to Blue Bicycle Books
and Yallfest. What an amazing
opportunity to hear about writing
and reading. Books were raffled
offto the upper el and the middle
school. The JOY on their faces!
Check out her book Clean
Getaway if you need a book to
read!

Windows and Mirrors
One of my focuses in collection development is
honoring ALL students in their reading. In this
effort I think about windows and mirrors. This
term was first coined by Dr. Rudine Sims Bishop.
Books can be windows which allow readers to
experience worlds unlike their own. Books can
also be mirrors which allow the reader to seen
themselves in the story or which they feel a
connection to as it is like their lives. BOTH are
important to validate students currently, but
also allow them to see future opportunities as
options!
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